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" R e s u r r e c t i o n " ,

A. Hadas

G

ustav Mahler is the
true existentialist
c o m p o s e r .
His m u s i c is life.
Beyond
Beethoven, whose music expressed universal agony and joy,
Mahler's music prophesied to
the world.
No other music has so acutely
anticipated the upcoming events
of d o o m . Were a beautiful
melody to soar for a few measures,
it is quickly engulfed by loud and
treacherous sounds. Or, an innocent woodwind solo is backed by
disturbing brass harmony.

themes intertwined. Some themes
surface quite clearly; others are
just obscurely felt.
For Mahler, the beautiful coexists with the treacherous; life
and death are like playmates, one
chasing the other, to be then
chased in turn. Just as one melodic theme merges into the other,
the two voices of life and death
emerge from each other only to
lose themselves to the other.

No other music has depicted
with such accuracy the intricacies
of life. Mahler's music is multilayered. There are always several

The dramatic entry of the
string tremolo is captured by the
rhythmic lower strings which will
now support the whole movement

The

Rite

of

Death

(Todtenfeier)'

in a resurging pattern of doom.
The funeral march has begun.
Death is the motif upon which
Mahler has chosen to build his
symphony of life and resurrection.
For Mahler, life is a variation on
the theme of death. Death pervades all aspects of life directly or
indirectly. Mahler's outlook on
life follows the Nietzschean holistic worldview where life and death
are both the lead actors in the theater of existence, one being
irrelevant without the other.
Quite a big role to give death,
isn't it? Would life really be irrelevant without death? Indeed
mankind has tried since the beginning of time to "domesticate"
death, to subdue its brutal feaAugust 1997 / SHABBAT SHALOM 23

tures. In Jewish tradition, especially in Medieval times, and late*
with the Maharal of Prague, a syn-*
thetic worldview was developed in 1
an attempt to overcome the abyss I
created by death. According toj
this view, the world was created j
by God under the sign of a dialf
lectical synthesis with both life
and death being the necessary
components of life.
In traditional Christianity,
the moment of death was the ultimate liberation unto life of the
soul, previously imprisoned in
the body of death. Death was
the door to heaven, the celestial
moment the soul could finally
meet with its Creator.
Later, in the nineteenth century, there occurred a certain
"romanticization" of d e a t h .
Death became a source of inspiration, the utter climax of love, of
life. We remember Schubert's
"Death and the Maiden" and
Wagner's "Liebestod." Mahler
situates himself in the same current of thought, but his intuition
goes deeper. There has been a tremendous effort on the part of the
human race to give death a content, to mask the horrifying
hollowness of its traits. And yet,
the biblical tradition maintains
that after death, there is nothing:
"There is no work or device or
knowledge or wisdom in the grave
where you are going" (Ecclesiastes
9:10, NKJV). Death is utter
nothingness, there is no use disguising it as life, it must be
overcome by life. And this is
where Mahler breaks with his contemporaries. He is too lucid to
not perceive the true features of
death. The only way out of death
is resurrection. We now turn to
the second part of the symphony.
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"You will rise again, yes
rise again,
my heart, in a trice.
Your beating will suffice
to carry you
to God!"
(Klopstock/Mahler)

In the distance, we still hear the
beatings of the death drums from
the rite of death; they are but the
faint echo of the rejuvenated beatings of a heart that yearns for God.
W h a t sounded like inevitable
death, that "fateful pattern of
doom" enunciated in the lower
strings, now pulsates with renewed life in the beating heart. It
is the rhythm of death merging
into that of life that carries the resurrection to its paroxysm: "My
heart, in a trice, your beating will
suffice to carry you to God."
Resurrection presupposes both
life and death. Both must be
faced, both must be endured. For
it takes courage to face death, and
likewise, to face life.
For life is easily eluded, many
becoming either hardened nihilists or frantic Epicureans. The
courage to be, to use the terminology of Paul Tillich, is the
courage to be "in spite of" our
awareness of nonbeing, of death.
Life must be faced with lucidity, yet we need to forgive life,

and let it embrace us in spite of
its absurdity.
Death is also hard to face. VariI ous theories then surface, from the
I stoic efforts of the Ancients, to the
various forms of immortality of
the soul. East and West have been
quite prolific in finding alternatives to death. And yet, death
should also be faced with courage
and not on the crutches of sophisms. Because without death,
there is no resurrection.

it as
it must
overcome

life,
be
by life.

"You are sown in order to
blossom again.
The Lord of the harvest
goes forth
and gathers us in sheaves
when we have died.
All that is created must die.
All that has died must rise again.
Fear no more.
Prepare yourself. Prepare to live!"
(Klopstock/Mahler)

'Mahler's title for the first section of the symphony.
2
Mahler's title for the second
section of the symphony.

